COLLABORATION INNOVATION SOFTWARE

CubeShare
COLLABORATION SOFTWARE
CubeShare is a cloud based presentation delivery tool that works
a with our Interactive Displays to offer a complete solution.

Remove Limitations
WITH CUBESHARE SOFTWARE
CubeShare is a wireless, collaborative presentation tool which
enables all participants to engage and interact with the same
canvas on any device, anywhere. Individuals are able to view and
collaborate with the same canvas in real-time. This is an ideal tool
for meetings, projects or presentations where all participants are
either scattered across the table, country or even the world.
The number of people who can view the session is limitless,
when all participants are logged onto the meeting they can
interact together using built-in annotation tools, share thoughts

with real time live chat and even upload external images or
documents from their own device. Gone are the days of huddling
round one screen, squinting to see the details.
Enhance the way your company works, make teamwork
effortless, grow the confidence of your employees and as a result
create a working environment that produces strong, collaborative
ideas and solutions with CubeShare Software.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

REMOTE
COLLABORATION

UNLIMITED
DEVICES
CubeShare software doesn't limit the
number of participants that you can
have in a meeting at any one time. All
devices connect via the cloud using an
authorisation code. CubeShare is Mac,
Windows, iOS and Android compatible
making it BYOD friendly.

The remote collaboration ability of
CubeShare enables all members of
a team in any part of the world to
communicate with each other, this not
only makes the running of a business
more streamline it also encourages
team work and furthers idea generation.
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LIVE
ANNOTATION
The capabilities of the live annotation
toolbar encourages instant feedback
and analysis to all participating. It can
be used as a standard pen or it is also
able to draw fixed shapes such as
squares and circles for annotation over
larger areas.

FLEXIBLE
CANVAS
The canvas size is not fixed to a single
screen size, it has a significant area that
you can work within. Thus removing
limitations of a page edge, encouraging
creativity to flow and collaboration to
flourish within a team think-tank activity.

Discover more about Myriad interactive touch panels, range of
document cameras, audience response systems and software.

COLLABORATION INNOVATION SOFTWARE

ProjectFlow
COLLABORATION SOFTWARE
ProjectFlow is a cloud based presentation delivery tool that works
a with our Interactive Displays to offer a complete solution.

1.

2.

3.

Explore The Possibilities
WITH PROJECT FLOW SOFTWARE
ProjectFlow is a cloud-based platform, it is a presentation
tool compatible with any computing device. The tool allows
the presenter to share content including animation, videos,
resources, documents, briefs, interactive activities and tasks to
an audience’s device instantly.
What makes it so unique is its approach to differentiation, for
example if you were presenting to multiple teams within your
company then groups can be pre-created within ProjectFlow,
Marketing, Field Sales, Team Leaders etc. This then allows you

with only 1 click, during your presentation, to deliver the
required differentiated content automatically to the relevant
teams, ensuring that the resources or documents are only
seen by the individuals that they are intended for.
This abolishes the need for endless printed materials to be
handed round a meeting room, saving you money and time,
they cannot be lost or left behind or seen by those who they
were not intended for. Project Flow provides you with a more
streamlined system and makes your business more efficient.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

MAINTAINING
FOCUS

UNLIMITED
DEVICES
ProjectFlow software doesn't limit the
number of participants that you can
have in a session at any one time. All
devices connect via the cloud using
their own logins. ProJect Flow is Mac,
Windows, iOS and Android compatible
making it BYOD friendly.

The presenter has the power to
block all devices that are logged into
a session. This prevents attentions
being distracted by the content on
their screens when focus is needed
on the information that is being relayed
to them by the presenter.
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INTERACTIVE
ACTIVITIES
A great tool for training sessions or as
an ice breaker. Interactive activities
can be sent directly to the audiences
devices, these can then be instantly
uploaded to the presenters screen
and all can participate in answers and
opinions given by their colleagues.

?

ASK
QUESTIONS

Project Flow allows questions to be
asked instantly by both the presenter
and the audience, these can then be
answered individually or as a group.
This tool adds to the interactivity
between the presenter and audience,
encouraging all to participate.

Discover more about Myriad interactive touch panels, range of
document cameras, audience response systems and software.

